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APPENDIX C

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-298/94-27

License: DPR-46

Licensee: Nebraska Public Power District
P.O. Box 499
Columbus. Nebraska

facility Name: Cooper Nuclear Station

Inspection At: Brownville Nebraska

Inspection Conducted: September 12-16. 1994

Inspector: W. M. McNeill . Reactor Inspector. Engineering Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

Approved: Nik7. 10-20 %ww
pc I. F. Westerman. Citief. Engineering Branch Date

Division of Reactor Safety

Inspection Summarv

Arnas Insoected: Routine, announced special inspection of Agastat relay
design life problems.

Results-

Preventive maintenance requirements were riot established to assure that. ,

components were not installed beyond design life. This was identified I
as a violation (Section 2.1). J

Six relays should have been replaced during the 1989 refueling outage,.

but were not. This was identified as a deviation (Section 2.3.1).

The surveillance testing of four relays did not assure that the relays.

changed state from energized to nonenergized, and two relays were not
tested. This was identified as a violation (Section 2.3.5).

The engineering judgemerit being used to establish design life and.

engineering evaluations to scope the problem were good (Section 2.4).
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Summarv of Inspection Findinas:

was identified (Section 2'1)i)'
Violation 298/9427-01*

was identified (Section 2'3'5).
Deviation 298/9427-03*

was identified (Section 2.3.Violation 298/9427-02|
*

Attachments:

Attachment - Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

During this inspection period the plant was in an unplanned forced outage.

2 AGASTAT RELAY DESIGN LIFE PROBLEM

2.1 Backaround

On March 19. 1984 the NRC issued Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 84-02
" Failure of General Electric Type HFA Relays in Use in Class 1E Safety
Systems." The Inspection and Enforcement Bullentin at Cooper Nuclear Station
resulted in the HFA relays being replaced with the Agastat relays. The
Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin also asked licensees to review past
operating history and manufacturer's recommendations of different types of
safety-related relays used for other functions. In this regard the licensee
stated in a response letter, dated June 29. 1988. to the NRC that all safety-
related energized direct current relays would be replaced during the 1989
refueling outage. All safety-related nonenergized direct current relays were
to be replaced within 5 years.

On March 21. 1984. the NRC issued Information Notice 84-20. " Service Life of
Relays in Safety-Related Systems." The information notice identified that the
design life of energized relays was significantly shorter than published by
the manufacturer. The manufacturer's reported design life for Agastat EGP
relays of 10 years was based on a nonenergized application. Test data
indicated that the design life was 5 years for an energized application. !

)
The inspector concluded, on the basis of the lack of records, that this
information notice was not reviewed by the licensee. The information notice
advised that preventive maintenance programs recognize the design life of
energized Agastat EGP-type relays, and other energized relays, to be a

significantly shorter than assumed.

In 1993. during review of a design change. the licensee found that some of the
date codes on Agastat E7000 series relays indicated the age of installed
relays was more than 10 years. The date code identified the year and week the
relays were manufactured. The licensee documented, in Nonconformance
Report 93-075. that 36 relays were beyond design life. The licensee
established a new design life of almost 20 years by reducing the conservative
assumptions made by the manufacturer This was documented in Operability
Evaluation 93-028-015. The evaluation recommended that all non-environmental
qualification-type components be replaced at the end of their design life.
Preventive maintenance actions were written ori the basis of a 10-year design !
life. The evaluation, however. did not recognize the energized application of
certain relays. The fallure to establish a design life for energized relays
for both opportun1tles cited above. is identified as a vlolation
(298/9427-01).
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In August 1994 the licensee recognized the inadequate review of Information
|

Notice 84-20. The licensee identified, in a new review of Information
Notice 84-20. a design life of 5 years for the Agastat EGP-type energized
relays. Condition Report 94-0726 was written to establish the scope of the '

problem. The review was expanded to the Agastat E7000 series relays that were
also in energized applications. Condition Report 94-0762 expanded the review
to all safety-related relays, and was to include other electrical components.
such as solenoids. There were no plans to expand the review to address
nonelectrical components, such as gaskets.

The manufacturer. Amerace Corporation, stated in a phone call to the licensee
that the design life for Agastat EGP-type energized relays in a 30 C (86 F)
ambient environment was 5 years. A design life of 3 years was stated for a
40 C (104 F) ambient environment. The Agastat E7000 series relays' design

i life was not specifically discussed, but the discussion noted that such relays *

have a longer design life than the Agastat EGP-type relays.. The licensee
concluded on the basis of the vendor manual and certification of compliance,
that the shelf life of relays, and the nonenergized design life, was 10 years.

The present system for processing vendor information appeared to be
functioning properly. A sample of four vendor 10 CFR Part 21 reports and four
NRC notices were found to have been reviewed satisfactorily.t

'
t

l 2.2 Sccoe >

The licensee had 916 safety-related relays installed in the plant. There were <

'

127 Agastat relays, of which 32 were energized. Ten of the energized relays
were Agastat E7000 series and 22 were Agastat EGP relays. None of the
energized relays were used in an application that required environmental :

;

i qualification. Environmentally qualified relays had been handled in |
accordance with the Environmental Qualification Data Package 232. The |

inspector verified the scope of the problem by review and cross reference of
other reports on Agastat relays

2.3 Relav Details

2.3.1 DG-REL-DG1(4 EBB) and -DG2(4 EBB)

These direct current. Agastat EGP. relays open the diesel generator exhaust
back pressure bypass valves. The failure of these could result in the
inability of the exhaust bypass valves to open. As result, this could prevent
the emergency diesel generators from functioning under certain accident
conditions. These relays were installed in 1980. One relay was replaced
after 7 years and again after another 7 years. The second relay was replaced
after 13 years. The currently installed relays were of date code 1984 and
instelled in 1993 and 1994. respectively. Operability Evaluation 94-116-070
prorated the shelf life of 10 years and subtracted such from the design life I

'

of 3 years of the installed relays to establish operability. This was based
on an Arrhenius calculation that equated 10 years of shelf life at 30 C (86 F) ;

'

to 4 months of design life at 40 C (104 F). The operability of these relays

|
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before the current forced outage was established by the surveillance testing
performed during that period. The inspector verified. by review of the
affected surveillance procedure and the associated wiring diagram, that these
relays changed state from energized to nonenergized.

These energized direct current safety-related relays.-DG-REL-DG1 and -DG2.
were not replaced during the 1989 refueling outage. This is a failure to meet
a commitment in the licensee's response letter to NRC Inspection and
Enforcement Bulletin 84-02 dated June 29. 1988. This was identified as a
deviation (298/9427-03). Additional examples of this same deviation are cited
in paragraphs 2.3.2 and 2.3.8.

2.3.2 MS-REL-K22A -K22B, -K27A and -K27B

These direct and alternating current. Agastat EGP. relays are for annunciation
and panel lights. These relays were installed in 1983 with a date code of
1983 and had not been replaced. The licensee planned to replace these before-

return to power operations. This system. main steam was not needed during
shutdown conditions. The failure to have replaced Relays MS-REL-K22A and
-K22B during the 1989 refueling outage is another example of the deviation
from the commitment made in the licensee's response letter.

2.3.3 PC-REL-CR237X. -CR238X. -CR245X. and -CR246X

These alternating current. Agastat EGP. relays close Containment Isolation
Valves PC-237AV. -238AV. .245AV. and -246AV. These relays were only used for
a seal-in circuitry. The failure of these relays would allow the valves to
automatically reopen after the isolation signal had cleared. These relays
were installed in 1980 with a date code of 1980 and had not been replaced.
The licensee planned to replace these relays before return to power
operations. This system. primary containment. was not needed during shutdown
conditions.

2.3.4 PC-REL-SPV243X and -SPV244X

These alternating current. Agastat EGP. relays provide valve position
indication to the plant management information system and the annunciator
system for Valves PC-243AV and -244AV. The failure of these relays would not
result in the inability to open the vacuum breaker valves. but were necessary
to meet post-accident sampling system requirements. These relays were
installed in 1986 with a date code of 1986 and had not been replaced. It was
planned to replace these before return to power operations. This system,
post-accident sampling, was not needed during shutdown conditions.

2.3.5 PCIS-REL-K67. -K68. -K69. -K70. -K71. and -K72

These alternating current. Agastat EGP, relays are for Valves RR-740AV.
RR-741AV RW-A082. PW-A083. RW-A094, and RW-A095. The failure of these relays
would result in the containment isolation valves automatically reopening upon
reset of the 1 solation signal. These relays were installed in 1980 with 1980
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| date codes and had not been replaced. The licensee planned to replace these

|
relays oefore return to power operations. This system, primary containment

- isolation, was not needed during shutdown conditions.

| The inspector reviewed Procedure 6.2.1.5.2. "PCIS Group 2. 3. and 6 Isolation
| Logic Functional Test and Reactor Building Vent Monitor Functions Test."
| Revision 28. and found that four relays (PCIS-REL-K69. -K70. -K71. and -K72)
' were not verified. with certainty. to have been the only relays to have

changed state. In this particular application, some other component could
cause the valve actuation rather than the relay. The inspector also noted,

,

| that Procedure 6.2.1.5.4. " Group 1. 7. and Mechanical Vacuum Pump Isolation -

.
Logic Functional Test." Revision 17. did not deenergize two other relays

| (PCIS-REL-K67 and -K68). therefore. those relays were not tested properly
; either. The failure to test these six relays is identified as a violation of

j Criterion XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 (298/9427-02).

2.3.6 RMV-REL-10X and -11X

| These alternating current. Agastat EGP. relays are for Valves RMV-10AV. -11AV.
| -12AV. and -13AV. The failure of these relays would result in the primary

containment valves automatically reopening upori reset of the isolation signal.
These relays were installed in 1993 and the date code on the relays was 1985.
The licensee planned to replace these before return to power operations. This
system, reactor building air sampling system, was not needed during shutdown !conditions.

2.3.7 SW-REL-CR(A) and -CR(B)

These alternating current. Agastat EGP relays are for Valves SW-2128MV and
-2129MV. These relays open backup water supply valves to the service water
pump gland. The failure of these relays could result in the inability of the;

emergency service water gland water supply valves to open. This could lead to
the failure of the service water pumps under certain accident conditions.
These relays were installed in 1985 and replaced in 1994 with relays having ai

i date code of 1985. Operability Evaluation 94-118-072 prorated the 10-year
shelf life and subtracted it from the 3-year design life of these relays to
establish operability. This was based on an Arrhenius calculation that
equated 10 years of shelf life at 30 C (86 F) to 4 months of design life at
40 C (104 F). The operability of these relays before the current forced
outage was established by the surveillance testing performed durin9 that
period . The inspector verified. by review of the affected surveillance
procedure and the associated wiring diagram, that these relays changed state
from energized to nonenergized.

4

2.3.8 EE-REL-(27X3-1F) and -(27X3-1G)

These direct current. Agastat E7000 series, undervoltage auxiliary relays
provide a 10 second delay to the closure of the diesel generator 4160V output
breakers to allow load shedding. The failure of these relays could result in
the failure of the emergency diesels to start or the output breakers to close.

, ;

.
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These relays were both installed in 1983 and both replaced in 1991. One relay
had a date code of 1983, and the other was replaced again in 1993 with a date
code of 1992. Operability Evaluation 94-127-075 prorated the design life and
subtracted such from the shelf life of the relays to establish operability. i

'

The operability of these relays before the current forced outage was
established by the surveillance testing performed during that period. The
inspector verified, by review of the affected surveillance procedure and the
associated wiring diagram, that these relays changed state from energized to
nonenergized.

The failure to have replaced Relays EE-REL-(27X3-1F) and EE-REL-(27X3-1G) i

during the 1989 refueling outage is another example of the deviation from the
commitment made in the licensee's response letter to Inspection and
Enforcement Bulletin 84-02.

2.3.9 REC-REL-PS452B1X and -PS452B2X
I

These alternating current. Agastat E7000 series, reactor equipment coo,ing low
pressure isolation relays provide 0.5 second delay for fast transfer to normal
station power from the start-up transformer. The failure of these relays '

would result in the reactor equipment cooling pumas' failure to continue i
running. These relays were installed in 1993 wit 1 date codes of 1988. The
licensee planned to replace these relays before return to power operations.
This system. reactor equipment cooling. was not needed during shutdown
conditions.

,

,

2.3.10 REC-REL-TDR2A. -TDR2B. -TDR2C. and -TDR2D ;

These alternating current. Agastat E7000 series. reactor ecuipment cooling
i

| pump drop out relays provide 0.5 second delay for load shecding during a loss
j of offsite power. The failure of these relays could interfere with the proper

sequential loading of the emergency diesel generator's bus. These relays were;

; installed in 1990 and replaced in 1991 with date codes of 1990. Operability
| Evaluation 94-129-074 established a design life for these relays. It prorated
i the design life and subtracted such from the shelf life of the relays to
| establish operability. This was based on an Arrhenius calculation with test
| data from licensee Report EODI 2490 and the assumption of a cooler ambient
! application (30 C (86 F)).
|

| 2.3.11 RPS-REL-K17A and -K17B j

| These alternating current. Agastat E7000 series, reset interlock relays ensure
the scram signal produced by the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position
is present for two seconds. The failure of these relays could prevent an
automatic scram reset. These relays were installed in 1985 and replaced in

| 1993 with relays having a date code of 1988. Operability ;
1

i
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Evaluation 94-128-076 established a design life for these relays. It prorated
the design life and subtracted such from the shelf life of the relays to
establish operability. This was based on an Arrhenius calculation with test
data from licensee Report EODI 2490 and the assumption of a cooler ambient

,

application (30 C (86 )).
,

j The operability of these relays before the current forced outage was
| established by surveillance testing performed during that time period. The

inspector verified. by review of the affected surveillance procedure and the
! associated wiring diagram, that these relays changed state from energized to
| nonenergized.

2.4 Enaineerina Judaments and Evaluations

The efforts to scope the problem encountered with Agastat relays and the
effort to extend review to other electrical components was good. The
engineering efforts to establish operability were good.
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ATTACHMENT|

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

*A. Alford. Senior Licensing and Safety Engineer j
*P. Ballinger. Operations Engineering Supervisor ,

*L. Bray. Regulatory Compliance Specialist ;

*D. Bremer. Operations Support Group Supervisor i
D. Buman. Lead Electrical Engineer j

*R. Foust. Assistant Engineering Manager i

*R. Gardner. Plant Manager )
J. Gausman. Engineering Manager -1

R. Jansky. Outage and Modifications Manager |
R. Jones. Safety Assessment Manager !

*C. Jorgensen. Lead Electrical / Instrumentation & Control Engineer |

J. Mueller. Site Manager ]
*D. Robinson. Quality Assurance Assessment Manager 1

*J. Sayer. Assistant Plant Manager |
*G. Smith. Quality Assurance Manager '

l.2 NRC Personnel

i

R. Kopriva. Senior Resident Inspector l
W. Walker. Resident Inspector

In addition to the personnel listed above the inspector contacted other
personnel during this inspection period.

* Denotes those persons that attended the exit meeting on September 16, 1994.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on September 16. 1994. During this meeting,
the inspector reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the inspection findings documented in this report. The licensee
did not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or reviewed by,
the inspectors. I

l
A second exit meeting was conducted by phone on October 13. 1994. During the
phone call the inspector identified the two violations which had not
previously been discussed.
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